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Matt Goulish

desert dance
red rock red rock
dance on the sand
sun sitting down
and the cactus stand
hot on the dry ground
heat in the feet
pound and stamp and
snake skin sleep
snakeskin shedding
snake bird leap
thump thump pound
my feet on the ground
sun dance desert
down on the hot sand
stamp on the snakeskin
spin him round
red rock red rock
sun sitting down
stamp on the snakeskin
till he's brown
leap to the snakebird
jump the gun
leap on the cactus
just begun

Matt Goulish

In one day's failing light
a hard wind will rise
and brick by brick
the walls of the tall houses
will peel off
and loosely swirl down
making new earthbound stacks
lying abed
one will see the roof and ceiling
pull off
and the whole sky will be there
circular and gray
there will be no fire
yet these events
will make one restless
eager for a motion of one's own
like a solitary crow
flying west through all weather
until days pass
and he finds himself
atop a high flat-top rock mountain
with long scratches down the sides
amid a great desert landscape
he sits and looks around
and cracks an acorn on a stone
tap
tap tap
the only sound on earth

Matt Goulish

witness to the resurrection
the thing about vodka is
it's all the same
crude and effective
you get what you pay for
like the clatter of folding chairs
to the floor
unheard beneath the music
and the courage to head for
where the dancing is
without knowing proper steps
to leave the broken glass
stacked up neatly
on the white tablecloth
stained with orange juice and ashes
you pay nothing
so if you get nothing
there's only justice
you dreamed about eating last night
for the first time in your life
the snap of sausage skin
as you bite in
the spice steam in your nose
hot juice meat chunks on your tongue
you woke up hungry
of course there's no one to dance with
'Want a cigarette7"
"No thanks but I'll take the light."
you burned your CTA pass
sitting at the table
set flames to your identity card
like it was nothing
knocked over your vodka and orange
how you gettin home now1
you crazy boy1 want to start a fire
that way1
stumbling home across the parking lot
there's a yellow school bus
luminous against black
deep black sky
flat black pavement

empty black windows
yellow school bus
makes you almost cry
sound like a sea shell
on your ear
walking by you grab that old
bubble mirror on the side
from the window
you could see
every day
as a kid
on the bus
as you rode
comin home
home from school
grab the black
metal bars
in both hands and stare in
and your face jumps back
filling up the whole sky
all around you
and behind your own head
then you buy a gyro sandwich
with a wadded up five
that you didn't know was in your pocket
"How late you open, Sandwich Man7"
old Greek glances at the clock
"Later than this."
and you chew it up slowly
walking home

D. Demko

Glass heart, no pulsethe blood wanders vaguely
in the vein, plodding
after heat or cold
whether or not a
woman walks by.
As the sun jumps past,
your surges
too slow
to be seen.
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In your tin hand
lies winter, summer
inches away.
Your blood creeps almost
as slowly as spring.

Donna Liptrot

In the evening
that yellow stretch of time before
douds of darkness roll into view
I have seen the eyes
eyes that bum down between the
gray blinds of grimy windows
fathomless eyes looking up from
the pits of the sidewalk
dark eyes filled with pain and a despair;
despair that creeps toward
the soul-shrieking, pleading
bleeding
empty eyes-burning holes in faceless heads
I have seen dead souls in those eyes
I have seen souls die

Martha Sullivan

Clark Gable had such beautiful teeth
I know his eyebrows were the big tum-on
But everytime I see
Gone With the Wind
I just stare at his teeth.
And when he has a close-up
And each tooth
Is as large
As the keyboard of a small baby grand
It's almost more than I can take.
But the man's been dead for twenty years now.
So I just sit in the balcony
With my popcorn and jujubes
And sigh
And chew.

Becky Rohring

Suddenly they're gone.
The hollow could be temporary
as in sand, soon filled
dry grains hul-ry, slide back into place
leaving no evidence.
or a pit in the soil
big, gapping, intolerable
until something is placed within
a young tree, more ground.
or a chunk broken from rock
stubborn, in alterable
fillers blow away or
sir ineffective
least of all convincing the rock.
time alone has its effect
slow, absent if watched-for
smoothing sharp edges
making new shapes.

Victoria Reichow

Out There in the Furrows
There is a place out there
in the clarkfield of existence
turned earth, oily now from the last rain
where a small prayer, voiceless, untouchable, is growing
skating across the dreams of the anonymous man who sleeps
who wakes by the light of the sullen morning
to put on his boots and go walking.
And there is a woman
who knows her breasts to be like the white meat
of potato or turnip, who tosses all night
in the sheets of her skin, waitingand the winds of intention cover her land
and her whole body aches.
Out there where the prayer began
where the wind reached down into the oily dream
of the anonymous man who tomorrow, will walk it all away
get up and walk it all away according to the laws of speculation
of you and me sitting here telling each other the things which are not easy,
telling them into the night, out there there is a red bike
and a moon which keeps us up.
Oh, the things we dream of in the evenings!
The slow ache of the earth as it turns, the faces we can't recallbut I want to say more:
How the boy who was mad
went riding through gardens ringing the bicycle bell
which still rings in our imaginations
which still clamors with a vision
marking the places we come to,
marking the one place we have come to tonight.
Red bicycle, wheels winding in the wind
I've heard tell of the winding of dreams,
climbed their interiors, touched the things, felt the faces still
undistinguished, as if they were my own.
Felt the disgust, felt the sickness growing up inside me,
felt my own body rotting in the time it took,
tried to fight off emptiness and then just followed, nodding
like the lover gone beyond
even the smallest expression, the word, the sign,
the quick flight of the eye defending itself.
beyond all that and still not escaped
still risen to the metallic lustre of those cold parts
abandoned now to the field,
still felt my blood surging with curiosity at the red paint.

Oh myself and all of you whose hearts finally jump to those words
not as they did the first time which led to the field of anonymity
the mind extended and wanting, then not wanting at all
but as they are the second time as we are being led away
hand-held by the ghost of desire,
all of us here and now
'Even the emptiness is hinting at something.'
It can't happen in an afternoon.
Nothing much
happens in the afternoon.
Nothing built or broken
only circumstance and the high sun spelling out the hours.
But in the evenings!
During the long wait of the woman
whose body is one thing becoming another
when the moon is sifting through furrows
leaning into the one thing which is all things and possession
leading us back to ourselves,
and the bicycle is glowing in the memory of the moon,
and you and I are making the same journey,
and the bell of ourselves is clamoring out its intention
and all things are urging us forward

then our voices give out
to the small prayer which is whispering us, "us".

Victoria Reichow

Les Etrangers
In this country of old things
Cathedrals and the wind blowing,
people meeting in the streets
and the dogs howl sealing off the last route back
to the place from which we came,
we lean toward the invisible;
the stack of ghosts piling up, out there
in the distance between ourselves and what can be said or done.
Sometimes I don ' t think it matters who we are,
here or anywhere. In the alleys of other generations,
of paper and wind longing for an agreement
we walk out unattended, whistling the songs of strangers
happy to be in another land,
happy that the sounds of voices can't make us fat
or poke us with desire. All we want is to keep on walking,
to find that Cafe Eventual where the white light
touches even the glasses kept behind the bar,
to sit across the table from each other sipping coffee
or wine dark and clear as the wish of distraction.
Oh my friend, it took almost nothing
and all of history to bring me to the place
where one thing seems good as the next
where all our exchanges can be made without loss
or the want of possession.
It is not our conversation which keeps me
or brings me back to this city
but something less distinct
like the motion of voices rising and rubbing together at ceilings.
It is neither you nor I
urging these visits
but the uncommon air, growing common between us.

Martina Hallberg

Sadness
Precise and crafted as a metal key
my feelings are hurt.
From far away my sadness is called,
like the child by his mother.
I hear the sadness coming.
The rain drops, the rain drops.
The rain sings like a siver watch.
Through the face runs the trail of a snail,
a white glistening band.
The rain giant, the water of blue heaven,
the mother takes my hand.

William Kirk

Berdine
Berdine's face is like a crumpled paper napkin,
wrinkles filled with red Georgia dust.
Sixty-six years old, swollen, barren, overweight
Berdine wishes that she hated the hairy cowboys
who visit her waffle house diner at night.
How many nights has she charmed
sweating cowboys into one more
cup of coffee
fearing loneliness and
night sound drips and squeaks
playing the whore mother
tasting the bile of gray stories
no cowboy wants to hear7
As a black jacked up pick up rocks
up to the front window, Berdine wipes batter on her
pinlc uniform, closes the waffle iron, adjusts
her stiff orange wig and thick-lipped smile
in the stainless steel of the pie case.
How many nights has she considered
laying her tongue on the
hot waffle iron
popping and sizzling age and
boredom out of her body
to stand at a cowboy's table
and show him the square blisters
that are inside her mouth?

William Kirk

Bascum Goes to a HaJJoween Party
You were right, Bascum
you were right.
Two hours with the mirror
two days with the Singer
Stitch-o-matic paid off.
When you entered the party
raised an arm
displayed your rouged stigmata
that room became a fresco by Giotto:
St. Francis witnessing to pastel saints.
Those confused bulky forms just
stopped in their tracks
in their punchbowls
in their cocktail peanuts
in their very disco steps.
And when you parted that crowd
when you scooped out your
space on the floor
they blinked and shuddered back
into the flaking plaster
of the twentieth century.
And when you danced
when you danced with the twin succubi
your robes flowed
they just flowed .

William Kirk

Bascom's farewell
I don't love Jesus
said Bascum as he flicked
tablecrack crud from a
thumbnail watching it plop
into my third cup of
Howard Johnson's coffee.
An' I don't love you.
With a shake of his
vacuum packed ass
and a jiggle of his keys
what he called his
Come get me
keys, his
My keyhole's rusted shut
I need a man with guts
keys, he pulled the gaze
of the Sunday brunch crowd
with him to the counter
gave his very best
Fuck me
stare at the clerk and
with a feather wave of
his hammer hand he let
the blond chicken
Keep the change.

William Kirk

geist
after birth planted
under front porches
blue bat in the attic
rub velvet on earlobe
bicycle tracks on
the kitchen floor
Who lives here7
eater of yoghurt and honey
banana, onion, dill pickle
stair stomper
plate dropper
couch bouncer
a house is haunted
when it is emptied

Rahul Kuver

Nursing Station
He sat beneath the breadfruit tree, his back against the trunk, and squinted
above the glare of the Rewa flowing by. In front and to the right of him was a
gate with a fence, and in front of it a footpath that led to the village on the left
and to the school and the church on the right. On the opposite bank-his eyes
watered when he tried to see that far-he could just make out the landing,
where the road ended, and where a bus, garishly colored in the style of local
buses, stood empty. It was just before noon, and he thought he could make
out the driver's feet sticking out of a window. Days like this came by once in a
while, he thought, creeping in unobtrusively enough, but then slowly taking
charge of one's thoughts and feelings, making one alive in the midst of
lethargy, keen in the senses and yet drowsy, a sort of intoxication born of
tranquility. In a week or so, he would not see the Rewa again, or Lo's gaptoothed smile, probably for as long as he'd live. But then, Lo hadn't existed a
week ago, nor her jokes, her laughter.
At the moment she was inside the tiny cream-colored building, in the compound of which he was sitting. There was a sign by the gate that said "Naililili
Nursing Station." What a crazy name; he wondered what it meant. She was
conducting the twice-weekly post-natal clinic, joking and laughing with the
new mothers that came coddling their bundles against their shoulders. Once in
a while, a bah's wail would waft by past the tree, over the fence, and out into
the water. She was busy, this woman, fifty-ish, a grandmother already, with
her large squashed-up nose and her missing front tooth and her frizzy hair that
exploded about her head. When she'd first met him a week ago, she had grabbed his arms, smiling, and said, "You're the rose!" He hadn't asked for explanations; it seemed unnecessary. Lo-Losana was her real name-was weighing
babies, giving shots, while the "rose" sat outside and dreamt. The gate swung
open as another young mother walked up the grassy slope past him and disappeared into the waiting room, a tiny head peeping over her shoulder.
His mind wandered-this, he thought, was his main weakness-without
warning, slithering here and there into snatches of scenes lived years ago, or
else imagined. The past, now drowned in the passage of time and drugged by
nostalgia, had become incomprehensible, dusky. Those suns had set not so
long ago when he'd been not far from here, growing up in Lambasa, which lay
up-river. Now a young man, he'd returned for the visit and found Lambasa utterly inconsequential, a dusty little place straight out of an 1800's daguerreotype of a western frontier town. How he had loved those years, running in
the noisy marketplace, hiding between the stalls presided over by noisy hagglers. Amidst the din and bustle, the push and shove, the fleeting rudeness, he
had played. He remembered waking up early one Sunday morning to the
sound of a strange hiss that came from the field across the street. He had looked out the window and seen the four firemen of the town testing out their new
firehoses, shooting long arches of water up into the air and watching the
stream split, slow to a stop, and tumble back down to crash on the ground. He
had rushed out there to join the other boys, and had partaken of the dousing,
the carefree wetness, the running and screaming and the rolling in the mud
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while the firemen laughed and the boys squealed with delight. The past was a
pastiche of memories, bits of life, somehow preserved impecabbly in a sacred
light; and somehow contaminated by the present, real light of the sun as it
shone on the dust-covered leaves and the strewn rubbish by the street-sides of
the town. The immensity of an earlier time clashed with the utter smallness
that the present displayed.
He looked around. A craggy old man was sitting on the wooden doorsteps
of a house in the village to the left. With him was a Iitle boy, perhaps six or
seven, who was listening attentively as the old man spoke. The house, as all
the houses, was built on posts, as if trying to rise above the mud and dirt. The
Rewa flooded yearly. He could not hear the old man's voice although he could
read what the tough, wrinkled face and the large tooth that hung out of the
elderly mouth said. The village was comprised of houses and huts, with an
assembly yard beyond, including the common hall and the Turanga-ni-Koro's
house. It seemed hard to believe that this was such an historic old koro. It
looked common enough, with its houses, some abandoned and rotting, others
neat and well-kept, and its old co-op store with its old floor boards in the
verandah ready to collapse. Here and there, rising up out of the overgrown
grasses, were posts, in square sets, the remnants of old houses, the bures that
the people used to build before the advent of corrugated iron and concrete.
The village of Rewa had been famous a hundred or so years ago when the
wars between the various kingdoms were raging. One morning, hours before
the sun was to appear, the men of Rewa had gathered in the yard, made ready
their clubs and spears and what few firearms they had, climbed into their huge
double-hulled war canoes, and sailed out to sea and around the coast to the
village of Suva. There they had surprised their enemies, and the massacre was
thorough. The women and children, the men young and old, had been
awakened to be killed, their bodies prepared for the feast. A handful had
managed to escape, running through the thick jungle up to Tamavua Hill, only to be trapped by the warriors that had pursued them. He could almost see
the horror on the faces of the men and women and children as they stood on
the rock that juts out now near Ono Street, their backs against the 100-foot
drop, with Rewans emerging one by one from the thick green. They had
jumped, all of them. The Rewans had returned to this very place, triumphant.
He remembered that the present nsite of the old village of Suva was the
botanical gardens. Perhaps the old man was relating those old heroic days to
the boy, perhaps even telling of his father who had fought against the Bauans,
the other great power of the islands back then.
His eyes focused again to the scene in front of him. The path led to the
school, which was made up of four classroom buildings, with halls filled with
neat rows of desks and blackboards at each end, and with blue maps that hung
on the walls in tidy rectangles. And beyond the school, past the wide grassy
playing field, was the white church, its steeple rising higher than the palm
trees. At noon, now, all the uniformed children were out running, screaming,
ridding themselves of pent-up energy.
He did have this other direction, too, to look toward. His future was
palpable, near, a force that was always crowding in. He had the sense that he
was getting ready to undertake a voyage. He looked across the river to the landing, where a small fishing boat was just pulling up. There was a lot of activity
as the people from the boat worked to unload their cargo, running here and
there, waving, shouting to each other. The scene was almost inevitable. The
lazy bus driver, he noticed, was still asleep. He wondered whether he would

be behind schedule when he woke up.
Lo called his name and he snapped out of his reverie. She emerged from the
doorway and sighed as she sat down on the grass beside him.
"All finished with the clinic7" he asked, and she nodded.
"All those babies-sometimes I wonder." She said this with a laugh. Then
she patted him on the shoulder, saying, "You know, I saw such a beautiful
baby this morning-only six months old. I was going to call you to come and
see, but there were too many others in line. She was so pretty."
"It is such a beautiful day," he said, "and what a wonderful place this is."
She laughed. "You're the rose. Come, we go and make lunch."
He scraped the coconut shell against the steel of the blade to the rhythm of a
song that he loved. In the kitchen, Lo was preparing the fish and boiling taro,
and she too was humming to herself. The tiny building had quarters for a
nurse and her family, though Lo did not live here. The nurse who did was on
leave-ironically enough, she had gone to visit relatives on Bau-and Lo was
just covering for her.
While he carried out the mat made of dried palm fronds and laid it beneath
the tree, Lo brought out the plates and the lolo-fish in coconut soup. The
flies came, of course, but they managed, between words and mouthfuls, to
wave them away. He sat, staring at the scene before him, trying to understand
the warmth he felt, and even as Lo spoke, it occurred to him.
"I hope you never forget this day," she said in a serious tone, and it surprised him for this was the only time she had assumed the gravity that befitted a
woman her age.
The past was a muddle after all, like the silt on the bottom of the river.
'There's a lot yet to come in your life ... "She paused, her eyes looking
across the water at the landing and the empty bus. Then, with a smile, she
said, "Good fish, isn't it7 I caught it this morning."

Vicki Stuart

This Way of life
I take it between my teeth
like a piece of bread piled high
with tomatoes and cucumbers,
aguacate and queso.
I breakfast on the cordillera,
gnawing the Andes
like a tough old bone.
At night in the skies,
stars splinter
between my teeth like ice.
I am consumed by hunger.
The days trickle like melting ice cream
and I lick like a street child,
never satisfied.

Vicki Stuart

Dealer
In the afternoon you bring a whetstone,
a tin can full of sea water,
and a machete.
We sit under the coco tree,
sharpening blades,
ocean pounding sand,
rock stroking metal.
Dirty streaks, long strokes
that bring stories
six flights from Istanbul to Zurich,
full load on the seventh,
black hash sliding through customs
like a hundred thousand dollars.
Metal gleams in sunlight
hammer slices cut
the hairy outer husk
one hundred thousand dollars hiding
in the vault of Switzerland,
black hash flowing in the streets.
you puncture the eye,
sweet milk slides down my throat
one negocio a year,
rolls of bills and
a ticket to La Paz.
There are kilos of uncut snow,
cheap as dirt in Boliva.
You spear a white chunk,
offer it to me.
My teeth tear into
dreams of coke-lined streets in Bolivia,
money stacked in piles autumn leaves.
thick sweet coconut meat.
I lean against bark and chew and dream
of dirty South American jails.

Cathy LePard

I don't even know
you,
yet drinks at the dub
and phone calls from
friends
cannot flush you
from my inner
eye.
The hair spilling out from
your cockeyed
pigtails,
and your baitless
fishing pole
clutched between scraped
hands
beneath stooped shoulders
makes me throb
and hate myself for
the times I didn't care
or was just
too busy.
I think,
because, your
sparkle is only
borrowed
from the
sun's shining
on the water.
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Ellen Everett

Momma Sings
I tried it a.t 12.
Eating
Juniper berries wouldn't do it.
Smoking cigars like Daddy
Wouldn't either.
And a timid glance into that basement on Oak Street
Warned me away; what could you get
From men stuffing things into your mouth
Like that.
It's a loony bin, this town. It's a mudhole.
You slip inside as if it were underwear or sleep,
As thick and slow as Cafe Lolita and cream.
Momma on the porch
Sits rocking and wanting and singing to me
About gold coins real sweet in her hand, the Queen of Spades,
About money in high green stacks you can climb
Like stairs.
The screen door slams and the peonies quiver
And my legs shake
Till I think I could tear off
A piece of the sky.
There is so much music when Momma sings, I could bite into bricks
And start chewing.

Ellen Everett

Looking
I found my mother in the closet,
putting up plywood where the plaster was coming down,
and I courted her with lemon, with honey, with tea,
with words worn uneasily at ten or twenty.
She keeps children in her house even after we leave,
but they're clay ones or metalwelded to swing sets and trees with a passion as recent as spring.
Somehow she sends us off in order, clasping our thermos of soup.
We move into offices while she paints gardensburning flowers wilder than any she'd ever planted.
Once I called out and no one answered after I came home.
My clothes lay so gently on the bed, and mama
was pounding nails at even spaces.
Which could be the reason I meet you in places like gardens and zoos.
And which might be the reason I met you.
That was the afternoon I saw you at the museum
when your eyes were like Mondrian's squares,
exactly like small blue squares.
But without any pattern at all.
I could almost cry out when I find you,
resting the roses you bring me in windows.
There is no reason for us to be often or ever on time.
To meet much.
You look that warm, touch me that unexpectedly.
But your children at home with their mother call louder than I will.
Are we really ourselves? Am I
a dream she wrote down and let me read, and where
should we look for whose children?

Carrie Vernia

Benny
Benny's stomach puffs out under his clean t-shirt. Usually he doesn't get a
clean one because he just gets it dirty right away. But Momma put a clean one
on over the wads of cotton she covered with A&D cream and put over the big
red spot where she burned him.
I don't think I ever heard Benny howl as loud as he did when Momma set
the iron on him. Benny's my little brother. He's four years old, but can't walk
or talk yet. Momma says that he's just slow but all the kids in my fourth grade
class say he'll crawl and mumble for the rest of his life. He usually crawls in the
house all day long, we stopped letting him outside when he fell asleep in the
Jackson's garbage can. When he's crawling he usually bumps into things with
his nose. I can't remember a time when that little nose hasn't been covered by a
Band-Aid. And I think all the bumping into chairs and tables and things is
why is nose is so little and flat. Momma just laughs when I tell her that.
Momma burned Benny just this afternoon. Peter O'Grady, an ugly little second grader with funny teeth, who kisses girls in the hallways at recess, pulled
my braids. Momma and I had worked so hard before the bus came this morning to braid my hair and then Peter had to go and pull them out. I slugged
Peter and ran onto the porch where Momma was ironing Daddy's work shirts.
He goes to work each day in a clean, clean white shirt with his silly yellow hat
in one hand and his lunch pail in the other. Momma says she likes to iron on
the porch in the nice weather, but I think she just didn't have room in the kitchen to set up her ironing board because of Benny's mess. He plays in the kitchen lots of times and there were pots and newspapers and cracker crumbs all
over the floor. Momma doesn't like cleaning up after Benny and swats him
hard sometimes. But then Daddy gets mad. He says Benny can't understand
why he's getting spanked and Momma should just leave him alone. Then
Momma cries in the bedroom. I don't know if it even hurts Benny though.
Sometimes he just laughs when she hits him. Benny doesn't know much.
Benny was laying under the legs of Momma's ironing board, just like a tipped over turtle. Momma finished with one of Daddy's pretty white shirts and
went to set the iron down. But she set it on Benny's fat little stomach, all the
way down on the floor. She was fussing with the collar of Daddy's shirt and
didn't look down until Benny let out a howl.
Benny kicked and yelled and knocked over the ironing board before Momma could grab the iron away from him. His face was wet from crying and his
fingers, which are smaller than one of my knuckles, were clenched so tight
together that his palms were bleeding. Momma sat Benny up and I saw the red
marks all over his legs and arms, but his shirt, where she had laid the iron, was
just browned with a smoking triangle patch. Momma tried to take off his shirt,
but Benny just howled some more. That's when she told me to go and get the
A&D cream out of the bathroom. She shouldn't have asked me because I can't
reach that high up, but I climbed on the broken toilet, which Daddy says he'll
fix, but Momma says he's been saying that for a year and if we had the money
she'd just call in a plumber.
By the time I got back out on the porch, she had Benny's shirt off and his

belly was red as Billy Friedman's new two-wheeler. Benny had stopped crying
and just sat on the ground, staring at the flowen;. He's got big eyes, but when I
try and look into them, they don't blink. It's even hard to tell where he's looking sometimes. It's spooky, like a ghost on Halloween. Once I stayed up late
reading a comic book under the coven; with a flashlight. Before I went to sleep
I walked over the Benny's crib in my room and there he was, just staring at the
ceiling. I poked him to see if he was fooling but he didn't move. I think the little kid sleeps with his eyes open.
Momma smeared the A&D cream all over Benny. His skin was already
blistering, just like mine did that one day I stayed at the beach too long with
Margaret Jackson and her mom. Except the blisten; were bigger on Benny; a
bunch of them about the size of the quarter that I get once a week for icecream. Benny didn't blink or anything when Momma put the cream all over
him. It must have hurt real bad, but I don't know how much Benny feels.
So now Benny's sitting at the kitchen table playing with some peanut butter
while Momma cooks supper. She's mumbling to hen;elf and shaking her head
and looking over at Benny. She's going to catch it when Daddy comes home.
He'll take one look at Benny's padded belly and Momma'll start crying. I
heard Daddy telling her that she stopped taking care of Benny. But that was
only a little while ago. Benny never used to get hurt. He seemed almost happy,
if a little kid that just crawls on the floor all day, drooling into his Kooi-Aid
can be hawv without anvbodv to play with or a bike to ride.
I came in the back way, looking for Benny so I could show him my tadpoles. I knew Momma would holler if she saw me before I could sneak up the
back stain; to my room. I fell in the pond and got a soaker while I was grabbing at a crawfish and by the time I got home, a beauty of a thunden;torm had
started. I wanted to play in the puddles, but I didn't have my slicker on,
besides, I wanted Benny to see my tadpoles.
The only time Benny pays attention to me is when I have ice-cream or tadpoles. He likes to watch their fat little bodies wiggling through the water. He
squats flat back on his heels and just stares into my pail. But I couldn't find
him. I had a pailful of them too, they were so grown up that their legs had
started to show, but I couldn't find Benny.
I looked in all his hiding places, the dug~ut behind the woodpile, the hole
in the wall by the laundry chute, and the empty old doghouse that Daddy just
left junked out by the Jackson's swingset. I ran into the house and looked
under the kitchen table and in the empty cupboard where Momma lets him
play sometimes. Momma didn't hear me come in because the TV was going so
loud, but when I looked to see if Benny was on his pillow watching, the only
one in the room was Momma, sleeping on the couch.
I put the tadpole pail on the kitchen floor so Benny could see them if he
came out of hiding, and went in to Momma. She just shrugged her shoulden;
when I asked her where Benny was and said that she had let him outside today. She let Benny outside7 We never did that, but she said that he had been
fussing all day long and she had gotten tired of it. But it was raining, Benny'd
get all wet, I don't even think that he had a little slicker. Momma just shrugged
again and told me to watch Popeye until supper.
She got up real slow and went in to fix supper. Momma's getting a little fat
in the belly, sort of like Angela Frazier's Momma got before Angela had a little
brother. But nobody's told me about a little brother other than Benny and I
remember Angela showing me a new room in her house full of plastic toys and
stuffed animals. We don't have one of those either.
Daddy came home and Benny still wasn't back. He went out looking for
him with Mr. Jackson. Mr. Jackson is fat and smokes a funny pipe; Freddy

Jackson says his dad's the best fireman in the world. But I've never seen even a
little fire-truck next-door. Besides, Freddy Jackson's a liar. Momma still wasn't
too upset about Benny being gone. She just went on making dinner, talking to
herself and shaking her head.
The doorbell rang and Momma opened the door and there was Mrs. Manchester, with Benny sitting on the stoop. He was sopping wet and had a popside stick in his mouth. Momma took off his bandage from the bum last week,
but he had a new bandage around his leg. I tore into the kitchen to get my pail
of tadpoles and when I got back Momma was thanking her. I heard her telling
Momma that Benny had wandered into the junkpile in the empty lot where
none of us kids are allowed to play and cut himself up pretty bad. Momma
thanked her again and pulled Benny inside. She dragged him upstairs before
he could even look at my tadpoles and I could hear him yell as she swatted
him. Benny kept me up most of the night with his crying. Daddy came home
and Momma hid in the bedroom crying.
Benny got sick and had to go to the doctor. Daddy said that it was because
he sat on the top of the junkpile in the rain. So every morning Daddy puts
smelly purple medicine in Benny's cereal.
Momma is getting bigger and bigger and Daddy told me I'm going to have a
little brother or sister soon. But Momma isn't too happy, she sits in the living
room all afternoon looking at TV or crying into the pillows.
Daddy doesn't come home very much anymore. Sometimes I hear him tiptoeing up the stairs late at night when I'm reading comics with a flashlight. He
fixes my eggs in the morning because Momma won't get out of bed.
Sometimes he walks me to Sunday School where Mrs. Jackson reads us stories
out of a big book with old pictures in it. The people live in mud houses and
have sad faces. I tried telling Benny about them, but Daddy says that he
doesn't understand.
Daddy said today that it was just me and him from now on. Momma and
Benny were gone when I got home from school. When Daddy got home he
cooked supper and while we were eating our hamburgers a policeman came to
the door. Melissa Anderson's daddy is a policeman, but it wasn't Mr. Anderson that came to our door: Melissa says that her daddy sometimes has to shoot
people. He whispered to Daddy and I heard him say something about guns
and shooting, but he left his gun in the pocket at the side of his pants. There's
no reason for him to shoot Daddy anyway. But he talked to Daddy for a while
and Daddy turned a funny color and sat down on the sofa. The policeman left
and Daddy didn't move for a long time. When he looked up, all he said was to
finish my dinner and go to bed. I finished but it was early so I read my comics
under the covers until he came and took my flashlight. Momma never took
my flashlight. He sat down next to my teddy bear on the comer of my bed and
told me that Momma had gotten upset and she and Benny were gone, forever.
Daddy's hand was shaking and he looked like he was going to cry. When he
got up this morning he didn't put on a clean, clean white shirt and his funny
yellow hat. Instead he cooked breakfast in a clean, clean white shirt and a
dark black suit that he wears for special. As he was cooking my eggs he was
talking to himself and shaking his head.

Beth King

Daughter-Mother Ties
The only memory
I have
of our first separation
is a belly-scar
in the shape of a knot
You have scars, too,
but they
are shaped in lines
and pucker your skin
When I was younger,
I assumed,
from the name you gave them
that you should have let go
sooner
instead of stretching
to grip that lasso
around my belly.
When my tugging
loosened the knot,
you tried lacing
me into a pink bow
around your neck.
But already at 15 (or was it 14)
my deft fingers
had learned macrame
and created a pattern,
intricate as a fisher's net.
Your pulling at the ends
only tightened it,
till it became
a double noose.
You were not aware
that you held the other end.
Nor was I aware
that my pulling away
slipped the knots,
until, choking,
we were forced to sever
that second chord.

Now, re-connected to you
by whispering wires,
I get tongue-tied,
choke,
try to say three words.
Another knot
tying us apart.

Leslie Simmer

The Blow
Sometimes I wonderwhen I lean my knuckles into my forehead
or, palming my hair back,
brush lightly over my templewhether I will find blood, still warm
on my fingers,
or feel the blue-black ache
where the doorknob hit me
when I was six.
Under the sink I lay.
propelled,
studying the twice bent pipes
and a bucket of dusty magazines.
And I remember white light hitting
the ceramic tiles,
thinking it was morning,
and wondering
why the night had gone so quickly.

Laurie Lautenslager

Sometimes, my lady, I want to bring you roses.
(not just one or two, but a medieval garden full)
You need roses.
You demand roses.
Not as the glitz-star, trapped in a plaster simile;
not as a klieg light on opening night.
You as the lady I share the bathroom with.
No, perhaps not roses.
Wheat.
Perhaps wheat.
Yes-bristley, plucky when one on one
sable soft in vast fields
that you fill.
One stalk heavy with many kernels
germ and graham, healthful fare.
Honest and growing-from-the-god-drenchedground practical.
Wheat.
And then, woman, I look at you.
A moment in sunlight, a butterfly
paused in amber
or terrydoth wet after a shower, twisted and
wrung damp,
and I know it has to be roses.

An Interview with Stuart Dybeck

by Matt Goulish

[Stuart Dybeck has had two books published, one of poetry, called Brass
Knuckles, and one of short stories, called Childhood and Other
Neighborhoods. He also teaches writing at Western Michigan University.]
At about 3:05p.m. on November 24, Stu Dybeck let me in his front door
before I had a chance to knock. We shook hands, and he gave me a can of
beer. He had a small crystal glass of something for himself. We talked about
writing classes and the colorful paintings hanging around the room that had a
Caribbean look to them. Then we plugged the tape recorder in the wall socket
behind the couch and tried to start the machine three times, but the tape kept
ejecting itself. I started to panic, but on the fourth time it worked. Then the
telephone rang, and I had to stop the machine again. When he came back from
the telephone, we had the following conversation which has been edited to
remove, as we called it, "the yakking".
MG: I noticed in your book of poetry, much of the writing was what a purist would
call prose. When you teach a class in poetry, do you think about that distinction very much or does it just matter that it's writing?
SD: Personally I like to blur the distinctions. That fascinates me and that interests
me. There's a no-man's land in between all these forms. If you want to talk
about non-fiction and fiction obviously there's a point at which they overlap
considerably, so that you have people coining words now like the non-fiction
novel. But there's always been, for instance, the autobiographical novel which
usually comes with a little disclaimer at the start. None of these characters
bear any resemblance to blah blah blah. And of course that's usually a clue
right away that a person's writing exactly out of their life and doesn't want to
be sued. So there's always been a blurry area there.
In terms of poetry and fiction, generalizing is dangerous of course because
there's so much American poetry and fiction, and world poetry and fiction;
it's so varied. But one definite movement in American literature, an unmistakable movement, has been in poetry to Americanize the language, and
this has frequently meant in actuality to make it prosier. There's conversely in
fiction, certainly from the point where James Joyce becomes important, been a
strong modernist tradition to make fiction more lyrical. So you have this
situation in which, to oversimplify a little bit, fiction is heading toward poetry
and poetry is heading toward fiction, and it creates quite a no-man's land in
between that's interesting to work, for the very fact that you can escape traditional definitions. It's not so predictable, what you're doing when you get in
that scene, and it becomes one way to keep materials fresh for a writer.
MG: So you think this is a recent development, the Americanization of poetry,

since Eliot or Pound?
SO: Yeah, if I was going to point to somebody it would be Williams who's a real
bellwether there. No one who is familiar with the Romantic poets, despite
Eliot's own distaste for some of them, would mistake the fact that Eliot was
writing poetry. But Williams is quite a different story.
MG: What about Walt Whitman, how does he fit in7
SO: Well, probably by example in that he stressed the tremendous importance of
having an American vision, and that it could be expressed organically, that is,
style, not just content, could be original. Somehow a lot of what Whitman
wrote always reminded me of Melville. It had that same roll and scope. But
the Americanization of the language I'm talking about really isn't quite so obvious in Whitan. It's prosey, I mean, he has a kind of biblical sense ...
MG: I was going to ask you about your teachers, maybe, your influences in getting
you into poetry.
SO: Early influences probably would have been somebody like Edgar Allen Poe,
and I'm not talking about wanting to be a writer. In the kind of environment I
grew up in, writing wasn't very important. There are certain cultures where
writing is intrinsic to the culture. So when I think of influences, I think of
somebody who was able to kind of bust through that everyday quality of life
and interest me in some way. I rank Poe up there along with ... urn ... Billy
Holiday, the first time I heard that on the radio.
MG: In your story called "Sauerkraut Soup" there's a particular paragraph near the
end where the boy's mowing the lawn and sees the colors suddenly ready to fly
apart like Van Gogh's self-portrait, and then he eats the soup. There seems to
be such a love of ordinariness touched on by something, or seen in a kind of
divine light, and there are a lot of references to artists like that particular
reference to Van Gogh at that point. Did you see artists as something that
transcended the ordinary?
SO: Definitely they transcended the ordinary. See, in the neighborhood I grew up
in the ordinary was fascinating because it was unpredictable and because it
could also be dangerous. I don't mean people were waiting to beat you on the
head with broken bottles, but I mean people were living on the edge in terms
of social poverty levels and things like that. Men really did become hopeless
alcoholics. Terrible tragedies befell people across the street or next door. The
ordinary was also imprisoning. It wasn't the kind of neighborhood where people took for granted anything it was that they'd go into the army.
What art represented at that time was something that wasn't available in
that neighborhood, and that was that you could live your life in a different
way; things other than basic economic necessities could be important. My
whole attitude toward art from early on also somehow was that it was critical
of society. It was a method of rebellion in which people were not put against
the wall and shot. It was kind of a bloodless revolution. And my own educational experiencess, the early ones, reinforced that idea. In the kind of schools
I went to, books were thought of as dangerous rather than as educational
tools, and that aspect of art attracted me. I was attracted to artists who seemed
anti-social or in conflict with society.

MG: So not necessarily literary influences, but influencesSO: Well, music was probably the most predominant of important influences.
MG: I don't know why I didn't mention that. Vivaldi. You know you're located
right next to Bob Dylan in the Upjohn library7
SO: Oh really7 One of the things that interests me about Bob Dylan's music, while
you're talking about him, before this great ... change in the past few years, to
which he's entitled but isn't one that particularly interests me, is that there's
always been a Bohemian tradition in America, and I love that sense of it in the
twenties, for instance. That's a period of time that I'm very attracted to. Who
isn't7 Stein and Fitzgerald and Hemingway and that whole bunch. In my own
mind I suppose there exists this tradition, and you know you could tie it in
with foreign traditions, and it's probably all manufactured and imaginary, at
least to a great extent with the French, Surrealists and Impressionists, and on
and on. So it feels like there's that artistic tradition that the sixties managed to
plug in to. It's a tradition that has its academic sides, but also in writers like
Rimbaud whose name is flung around so much now in rock and roll journalsMG: -by Patti SmithSO: -by Patti Smith in particular, so it has that street side to it as well. But that
poem that you're talking about has a whole other side that could be talked
about in terms of an ethnic sense in America that's under constant assault.
America always wants to homogenize. When I say America I guess that's just a
lazy way of thinking there really is no America. What I delight in, what I love
about cities, the reason that a place that could be so ugly like New York is also
so beautiful and so tolerable to walk around in is that I like the unmeltedness. I
don't like the melting pot. I like it all banging against one another. I like to be
in neighborthoods that have a real identity, and I like to listen to music that
has an identity. I'm tremendously fond of ethnic music, and all that stuff
seems very valuable to me, and what's horrible to me is to see it being paved
over by McDonald's. To have a little place that serves sauerkraut soup mowed
down to become one of five million hamburgers served up to this point is horrible. It's fine if they both can exist, but somehow it always seems one exists at
the expense of the other. That sense I think is important in my writing. I think
there's a strong ethnic flavor to it. I love a lot of Eastern European and Greek
writers. And Spanish writers are writers that I read very, very regularly. The
same goes for the music. Bartok in particular is a huge influence on my
writing.
MG: So maybe the sad thing about this conflict is that the ethnology is not being
replaced by an American culture. It's being replaced by something that's
hollow. We were talking about the Americanization. What is it7 Do you think
there's anything that's American7
SO: (pause) You're asking a really good question. You sure were sneaky about getting into it though. (pause) Again there's any number of ways to answer the
question. Here's one way. America's a tremendously abstract work, and it's
one that people flight over. Part of what goes on in American art today, if you
want to take kind of an aggressive, combative tone, is a struggle over who's

going to define America or at least the cataloguing of the many ways America
can be defined. In some ways that's why there are so many cliques and coteries
of writers. Personal gain is a whole other reason. And there's also ideological
splits and differences. There's a whole strain of writing in America that values
the ethnic. The tradition of Jewish writers, for instance, seems to me tremendously valuable. Interestingly you have a writer like Phillip Roth who writes
so beautifully about his ethnic background who's also interested in Eastern
European writers and edits that wonderful series for Penguin.
So when you say, 'What is America?' I think it's something up for grabs.
There are writers, I suppose, that when I read them I feel like I've just had a
meal at McDonald's, and they're not very much to my taste. And other writers
to me are wonderful, steaming goulashesMG: Good word choice.
SD: -sprinkled with wonderful paprika.
MG: One way of defining America has a lot to do with the West, with cowboys and
Indians. It seems to me that our roots are there.
SD: There's a kind of a split on a real popular level, that split that Woody Allen
was talking about in the film Manhattan*, a kind of east-west sense, where
you have, in the vision in that film, and it's hard to say how accurate that is,
but I think it catches a certain quality where California is this land of fad and
trend and a kind of uprooted, very transient area, contrasted with the East
which is this land of matzoh and the sons and daughters of people who came
filing past the Statue of Liberty wearing their babushkas and with their
bundles piled in shopping bags. I mean it just depends what myths people are
talking about, finally. The West can be interpreted as this great land of the
rugged individualist and cowboy, and you can say here's where the real
America is, or you can look at the West in terms of this gaudy Las Vegas/L.A.
kind of absolute superficial ... the way Joan Didion will frequently present it
in her work, her essays, all formica and fly-by-night religions. I think it
depends who's working with what. The West might be an eastern myth.
MG: There's a definite rebellion in your work against Catholicism. At the same
time, finding your own religion in the ordinary, the unperdictable, the power
of the moment where you see all the colors, appears preferable to the confessional.
SD: Well, there's almost the tradition of people who've been raised in a Catholic
culture to use it as a foil. I really am more comfortable talking about it on a
level of material. It's material for me. I don't really want to talk about what
my personal feelings are or make any value judgements about it as a religion
or anything like that. I don't know that I'm even doing that when I write. I had
a teacher who said something like ... he was reading a story of mine, a guy by
the name of William Price Fox. He was a teacher of mine in Iowa. He has a
wonderful comic sense as a writer. And he said in relation to a story, I think it

*Although this split Stu is talking about can be seen somewhat in Manhattan,
I think in this case he's confusing the specifics with Annie Hall. M.G.

was the story called 'The Long Thoughts", he said, '1t's really great to go to a
Catholic school because you get such wonderful dialogue there." And that's
the kind of attitude-I mean, people say these things that just make good
stories later on, and sometimes it might seem like you're being negative
towards one religion or another, but for me it's more the humor and the
energy that fascinates me. Joyce, of course, is finest when he's at his most
blasphemous.
MG: Well, one technical question about the format of the stories-they seem unconventional in the sense that they're not necessarily tied together. What
unifies a short story for you7 Some of them seem to just follow characters and
dialogue. I think of "Blood Soup'~ as an example.
SD: That's a rather conventional story there. It's just a quest-you set up a quest
and then send your characters on it.
MG: I see. But 'The Long Thoughts", which you mentioned ...
SD: That's actually, oddly enough, a-I mean, if I was going to categorize that I'd
call it almost a slice of life-but it's a chapter of a novel. It just happened to fit
so naturally in that collection that the editor I was working with suggested
putting it in there, and especially it had been published in a magazine as a
story. If there's an unfinished quality to it, that might be the reason. Though
now that it's been published in that collection, I'm beginning to wonder if it's
really going to end up re-appearing in this novel that I'm still working on. I
might end up dropping it. I don't know. It depends.
MG: When you look at a story, then, do you try to qualify it more as a slice of life,
or put in symbols or certain elements to unify it7
SD: A lot of stories I write, and-though it happens more in the direction of poetry
going into fiction, because I guess I'm more anxious to give in to that direction-number one, I'm not sure what it is for a while, whether it's going to be
a poem or a story, and then if I decide on prose sometimes the things start out
being very small, and then I'll see some way to develop them, and I'll have to
decide whether I want to keep the effects concentrated. Like for instance there
was this prose poem "Maroon" in the book of poetry. Well I had a real strong
temptation to tell that as a story, but I finally decided to just leave it as that little paragraph. On other occasions I decided I wanted it to be a story, and then
at that point I want to find out what kind of a story it is, so it's a constant kind
of system of discovery, at its best, and that's what makes it fun, to see what
this thing will become. So let's say it's a story now, well then it becomes a matter of what kind of story is this going to be, because I don't think I write all the
same type of story. For instance the stories in that book are in that book
because they have certain similarities between them, but I've written a lot of
other stories that I purposely excluded from that book because they operate on
a whole different level. It's a kind of roundabout way of answering your question, but the answer is, I think, find out what kind of a story it is, is it going to
be more lyrical? more dramatic? more narrative? and then write the story so
that it fulfills its own intention.
MG: I was going to ask you about what you're writing now.

SD: I work in a really piecemeal fashion, and by accumulation. I've got another
collection of stories which I've already alluded to that are considerably different from the ones in Childhood. They're zanier, and they're not rooted in
Chicago. In fact I don't think any of them are.
MG: The novel7
SD: The novel is ... for me the book Childhood, the book Brass Knuckles, and
this novel that I'm working on are three parts of the same world. I hope that
when I get this novel done, I'll kind of have it out of my system for a while.
I've got a collection of poems that I'm well into, that I've been working on for
years, that are set almost wholly in the Virgin Islands where I lived for two
years. It's a matter of how things are organized.
MG: So you basically write from memory7
SD: Memory's real important, and I'm fascinated by-writers, other writers, who
value it. There's a risk there that I like, at what point does nostalgia really
become a little too sentimental. I'm reading this guy Milan Kundera, a Czech,
and I love his sense of that. Memory and time. And of course one theory of
writing is that you're trying to salvage from time those moments that are
valuable. A way of stopping time. There's a wonderful book called Stop Time,
by Frank Conroy. Beautiful book. I always get a kick out of these Latin
American writers who-1 don't think there's an American for some reason
who can get away with it-but they come up with these lines, "Oh my
nostalgia!" (pause) Sounds much better in Spanish. One of my favorite books,
Gabriel Garcia Marquez' One Hundred Years of Solitude, is just riddled with
that idea of memory.
MG: Is that the one that starts with the guy in front of the firing squad7
SD: One of the greatest lines, a line equal to "Call me Ishmael" -"As Colonel
Aureliano Buendia stood before the firing squad, he thought of the first time
his father took him to see ice."
MG: Ice.
SD: And just that word, Ice! Gong! It's just wonderful. I love that. Work of
genius.
As he said the word, "Gong!" he rapped his empty glass down on the
knuckle of his left hand, and there was a loud crystal ringing sound which
lingered in the air for about ten seconds. Then the tape machine shut itself off
automatically. We agreed that this was meant to be the end of the conversation.

